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. SECONDARY SCHOoL BIOLOGY
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Abstragt

1 The Growth of Logical T'hinkins*, Piaget and Inheldo describe the oper-
..

ations nd schemata which are postulated as being the characteristics of formAl

operational thought. Those formal thought characteristieS, therefore, are, used

in solving problems and responding to questions which require formal thought.'

The Lypothesis can be Made; therefore, that persons who possess certain chirac- .

teristics of formal thought will do better on tasks judged as requiring those ,

.characteristics than those persons who do not possess them.

Using th6 individual intervie technique122 students enrolled in secondary

4 gpbool biology were evalilated for eir abiaities to.use combinatorial logic,

correlation reasoning, separation and.control of variable's, lusion of irrel-

t Want .variablesproPortional reasoning, and probabilistic rea oning. The per -

formanof each student in the interviews was'treated as a measure of the degree

to which-that student could function with those. six formal-thought characteristics,

141e research began by prepari9g several biology questions which required

one or more of the foregoing six formal operations in responding satisfactorily.

Th questions were content vaJi.dated and the operations required were 41.so

jud ed. Both validatidns were done by panels. Only two:questions survived both

valida ns.

Question One was -judged to require correlation reasonings canbinatorial

logic, separation of variables and exclusion reasoning. The 22 students, there-

core, *could have shown formal thought es times;only 24 such instances were found.

Ouestien TWO was judged to require combinatorial, probabilistic and.proportional

reasoning and the separation of variables. Again it was possible to demonstrate

formal thought on Question Two 88 times; formal thought was demonstrated 25

times. At no time were. the specific formal operationsindiCated,by thepanel'as,,

being needed to solve .Question One used by the 24 students who demonstrated on

the tasks they could use specific operations.. .Only seven times -- of 25

poSlible -- on Question Day wire the specific formal operations used that were N.

cited by th panel as being necessary to produce a satisfactory response to that
4 A

question. In a very few cases formal thought was demonstrated on the questions

but had not been demonstrated during the interview. Those few deviations willMod

treated in the presentation. .

*Barbel Inhelder and Jean Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking, Basic Books,
Inc., NewtYork, 1958
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In view of the data cited earlier, the conclusion was drawn that using

spdcific formal operations with which students demonstrhte they can function,

is not a gooepredict4d of success 6n a question whose satisfactory response

requires those specific forMal operations. The.evlanation'TOr.that conclusion,

we 'believe, is found .'in the fact that, with'one.exception, success on the.inter-

view tasks are highly correlated with.each.other. That piece of empirical data
points to the unity of formal thought.
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. WASURED FORMAL THOUGHT AND THAT REQU ,

W UNDERSTAND FORMAL thrEprs IN , . 1

.
SECMIDARY 4SCHOOL BIQWGY .

. ,

Abstract
.

JD111

In The Gilowth'of Logical Thinking*, Piaget and Inhelder describe the pper-

ations and schemata which are postulated as being the characteristics of formal

operational thought. Those formal thought characteristics, therefore, are used

''in solving problems and responding to questions which require formal thought.

The hypothesisocan be made, therefore, that persons who possess certain charac-

teristics of formal thpught will do better'on tasks judged as requiring those.

,characteristics than those perbons who do not possess. them.

Using the individualanterview technique, 22 students enrolled in secondary

school biology were evaluated for their 41ities to use combinatorial logic,

oorrelatiOn reasoning, separation and Atrol of variables, eitclusion of irrel-

evant variables, proportional reasoning, and probabilistic reasoning. ,The per-

.foxmance of each studenc. in the interviews was treated as a measure of the digree

to which that student could functiOn with those six formal thought characteristics.,

The research began by preparing several biologYquesUons whisk required

one or more of the foregoing six_ formal operations in -41spondiw'satisfactorily.
7 g
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The questions were content validated and the operaticns required were also
b

judged. Both validations were done by panels. Only two questions survived both
p.

validations.' 1 ,,
., Question' One was judged to require correlation reasoning, combinatorial

. ,

logic, sepaeation of 'variables' ..rid exclusion reasoning. The 22 st 0- ts, there-
s'k*

fora, could have shown formal thought 88 times; only 24 Such instances were .found.-

Question Twi was judged to require' combinatorial, probabilistic and proportional

reasoning and the Separation of variables. Again it was possibl9 to demonstrate

foimalthbught on Question TWo'88 times; formal thoughtiNidemonstrated '25

times. At no time were the specific formal orations indicated'bythe panel as

being needed to solve Question One used by the 24 students who demonstrAted on

the tasks they could use those specific operations. Only seven times -- of 25

possible on Question .Two were the specsific formal operations-tsed that were

cited by the panel as being necessary to produce a satisfactdry response to that

question. In a very few casesformal thought was demonstrated on the questions

butt had not been deMonstrated during the.inzeiview; Those few deviations will be.

treated in the pregentation.

*Barberinhelder and Jean Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking, Basic Books,
Inc., %ew York, 1958 .
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In view of the' data cited earlier, the conclusion was drawn that using
specific formal operations with which students demonstrate they can function,
4.8 not a good predictor of 'succfess on a question whose stitisfactory response
requires those specific formal operations.' The explanation for that conclusion',.
we beli6e, is sound in the Act. that,' with one exception, success. on the inter-
view tasks are highly correfated with each other. That piece of eTtIpirical data
points to the unity of formal tilSught.
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MEASURED FORMAL Timm Ara? THAT REQUIRED
TO UNOEWTAND FORMAL CCNCEPTS IN

SECONDARY SCHO)L BIOLOGY cz'

of;

Purpose of the 'Study.

The keiearch to be reported was done to test the follpang.hypothesis:
el

If specific formal operations are'required to understand certain biological con-,

cielqs, then those high school students demonstrating the abilities to use those

specific formal operations should be successful in developing understandings of

biolOgical concepts requiring the use of those speCific formal operatiOnS.

Theoretical Basis for the Study.'"

According to Inhelder'and Piaget (1958), formal thought structures -have

many.specifid characteristics whichnable formal operational thinkers to separate,

and control variables, use exclUsion of irrelevant variables andcombindtorial A

reasoning and many other reasoning abilities. Presumably those operations are

available to formal thinkers to use to solve problem'g which require formal opera-
s

'ti6nal thought. Suppose thatisome,formal biology concepts were analyzed to aster -̀

tain,the specific formal operations required to understand thote concepts and the

thoUght of biology students was analyzed to detertine which formal operftions they.

are capable,of using. Comparing the types of thought the.concepts required to.

the types of thought the Otudents poSsess might be useful in determining Why stu-
.

dents demonstrate misunderstandingr of formal concepts as research` has shown

they do (Marek, in press; Renner, et. al., 1981; Shepherd and'Renner, 1982).,

Procedures of the Study.

The student sample which supplied the Bata included here consisted of 22
.

tenth -grade biology students from a lirge subutban high school. The students were

in the honors class in biology in!which the BSCS Blue Vergion was used.

Each student responded individually to six Inhelder-Piaget tasks (1958) de-

'signed to measure the students` levels of functioning on specific formal operations.

Those tasks are: Combinational\reasOninglcorrelation reasoning, exclusion of

levant variableg, probabilistic reasoning, proportional reasoning and the sep-

ar tion and control of variables. The IIA, IIB, ILIA, IIIB designations of Piaget

were used in scoring the performance o2 each interviewee on each task:

In order to compere student us& of the formal operations on the tasks with

the use of those same formaoperations in answering questions, answering the ques-

tions correctly had,to require the use of formal operational thought., Using the

criteria for a formal concept. established earlier (Liimson and Renner, 1975), several



questions were prepared and submitted to a panel Of biology teachers and biologists

for content validation. In addition, the formal operations required in answering

the questions were also judged by an expert panel. Only two questions survived

both'validations. The questions were aiv to a group of high c'4 "1 students in

'anon-participating school to gain an id.es of the types of moo could be

expected and to test the Cluestions. language and reading levels.

u . Question One tested understanding of the concept: "Plant growth is not

affected by chemicals." Responding to Question One correctly was judged by the

validating panel to require the specific forMal operations of correlation, combi-.

natorial logic, separation of variables and exclusion of :relevant variables.

Qupstion Two tested understanding of the concept: "Heredity arld environment inter-

act in the expression of traits." That question was judged to reguire.the use of

the specific formal operations bf probability, combinatorial logic, separation Of

variables and proportional reasoning in formulating a satisfactory response.. The

performance of every student on each Operation required to respond satisfactorily

to each question was :compared with the performance of the individual students on

each interview task..
Results.

If all twenty-two students in the sample were formal, formal operational

thought would have been demonstrated 88 times on each question--22 students and

four operations per question. Not all 22 students,. however, were classed I;IA

or III13.'In,fact, among those formal operations' needed to satisfactoriWrespond.

to Question One, IIIAand I1I8 thought were demonstrated only 24 times (27.3 per-

cent).* the' formal operations needed to satisfactorily respond to Question

Two, I and III3 thought were demonstrated through the interviews 25 times (28.4

percent). ,/

On Question One 24 agreements between the formal operations demonstrated on

to tasks and those formal operations needed to satisfactorily respond.to the ques-
.

ticns could have been found. No agreements were found.. A total of 25 such formal

thought agreements could have been found on Question Two; seven-28 percent--were

isolated. In. sum, agreement between the perforMances On tasks and questions could

have occurred 49 times and that.agrearent occurred only seven times--14.3 percent.

garlier the point was made that if all the students Wen. found operational,

formal thought could have been demonstrated 88.times per question; formal thought

was demonstrated 24 times'on Question One and 25 times on Question Two. The con-.

verse of the foregoing dummary statatent is that formal operational thought was

-2



et.

. not demonstrated 64 times. oniNestieh One and 65 tines on Question TWc.

Four times on Question One and nine times on Qdestion Two a particular for-
.

Fel operation was used by a student in satisfactorily responding to a question.

That same student, however, had not,denonstrated competency with that particular

formal operation during his/her task interview. .One person contributed three of

these incidents on Question One and three on Question TWO. No other person dis-

played that event more than twice. Our judgment is that that person should be

dropped frCelfurther consideration because of such conflicting data. When thib

student id-dropped from further odhsideration, the discrepant event just described

occurred only once of 64 possibilities (1.6 percent) on Question One and 6 of 65

possibilities (9.4 percept) on Question Two. Obviously, the event is not important

on Question One. The class had just completed a unit on genetics and perhaps the

concrete operational students had retained enough memorized information to, give

the iqopearance of using the proper formal operation.

The data presented here do not support the 'hypothesis stated earlier. EVen

if stueents demonstrate the ability to 'use specific formal operations on.the inter-

view tasks, there is not assurance that those Same formal operations will be used

in responding to a question which is judged to require their use in order to pro-

duce a satisfactory response. Earlier research (Lawson and Renner, 1975; Cantu '

and Herroh, 1978) has demonstrated that formal thought is necessary to, learn for-

mal concepts, which the concepts in this research were judged to be. TO conclude,

therefore, that specific formal operations are not necessary, seems contradictory.

There is, we believe, an explanation for that occurrence which points to the unity

of formal thought.

Table 1 shows the correlations which exist among student performances on

the'formal operational task taken two at a time. With one exceptionproportional

reasoning versus combinatorial reasoning--all those correlations are positiveand

many are reasonably high: Those data suggest that looking aetheindividual formal

operations is not necessary; all that is necessary is to know that a person is

formal operational to predict what types of concepts he/she will be successful

with.

Implications for Science Teaching.

The results of this research do a great deal to simplify the work of the

science teacher. The exact formal operations necessary to understand a formal con-
/-oept need not be isolated. The criteria established earlier (Lawson and Renner,

1975) can be used to identify formal concepts and ,those concepts can be then used

with students who have been evaluat,:d as reasoning at the formal level. Further-



*More, fewer tasks can be used to assess the operational levels of students. That

finding is consistent with the findings of Shayer Adey (1981) .

Table 1 7 Correlations Among Student Performances on the Formak-Operational Task
Interviews

A

A 1

B 0.43 1 .

C 0.23 0.42 1

D 0,35 0.41 0.40 1
.

E 0.36 0.68 . 0 0.51 1 .

F 0.50 0.5'. 0.16 0.37 0.64

A Probability

II' Correlatioft

C Combinatorial REasoning

D Separation of Variables

E Proportion

F Exclusion of Irrelevant"
Variables
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